Allostatic tumor-burden induces depression-associated changes in hepatoma-bearing mice.
The high incidence of depression among cancer patients has created the need for deeper insights into its underlying pathophysiological mechanism. The aim of the current study is to demonstrate the presence of depressive states due to allostatic tumor-burden in the animal model, and if possible to elucidate the mechanism(s) by which the tumor might induce the depressive state. Stress-related behavioral responses and tumor weight were evaluated 6, 8, and 12 days after implantation of H22 hepatoma cells into the right flank of mice. Brain changes associated with depression were also observed 12 days after tumor implantation. The mice that were subjected to tumor-burden exhibited a significant depression-like state which manifested as behavioral changes including prolonged time spent immobile in the tail suspension test and reduced spontaneous motor activity with tumor progression. These behavior indices changed significantly 12 days after tumor implantation and were improved by the antidepressant fluoxetine. Correspondingly, the activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD) in the cerebrum and the expression of glia maturation factor beta (GMF-beta) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in the hippocampus were significantly decreased in tumor-bearing mice, and these decreases were also reversed by fluoxetine. Taken together, these data indicate that tumor-burden might induce depressive-related behavior and brain changes, and suggest that antidepressants might not only palliate depression symptoms but also modify disease processes in the auxiliary treatment of cancer.